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Travers' Golf Book
By JEROME D. TRA,VERS

Former Golf Champion of the United States

Profusely iUU8trated, IS.oo

It The writer has the teaching talent, and if one can
learn golf from a book he certainly ought to from
Travers'."-New York Herald.

It Golf enthusiasts will be charmed with this book.
It imparts the great fundamental principles of the
game, and at the same time presents the information
in the simplest manner so that both the novice and
expert can readily understand."-Duluth Herald.

It The directions for inexperienced golfers are clearly
written, and golfers who have been longer at the game
will find a valuable exposition of the use of iron clubs,
including a description of the spectacular back spire
shot, by a champion whose iron play has been the
foundation of his own wonderful game."-New York
World.

It It is readable, amusing, humorous, but instructive,
and can be regarded as a valuable addition to the grow-
ing literature of the growing game."-Pittsburg Post.
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The Mystery of Golf
By ARNOLD HAULTAIN

Cloth, Bvo, $1.76
Standard Library, '.60

This is primarily a book for those who have spent
many hours tramping over the links entranced, they
knew not why, by the place, the view, the air, the greens,
the fluttering flags or something, and for those who while
they have only watched the game from afar off, have still
felt that there was a mystery, an enticing attraction
which they would like to discover.

Mr. Haultain has in this volume set for himself the
locating of this mystery, the discovering of why it is that
the game wins and holds for itself so many devotees;
and in this consideration he comes to the conclusion that
the power of golf rests in its uniqueness, in the fact that,
unlike most contests, it is not mere power, knack or
agility which count, but the very fiber and essence of the
man. Just why this is so the author clearly shows in
his treatment of the game's characteristics.

"While 'The Mystery of Golf' could only have been
written by an ardent golf enthusiast, it is more than a
golf book. There is interwoven with it a play of mild
philosophy and of pointed wit." - Boston Globe.
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Lawn Tennis for Beginners
BY J. PARMLY PARET

Cloth, t2mo, 't.es

"An admirable course of instruction, carefully pre-
pared and lucidly stated." - New York Times.

"A concise and complete course of instruction in the
first principles of the game." - New York Sun.

"Not only green players, but many experienced as well,
may profit by reading J. Parmly Paret's new book ...
treated soundly and explicitly with ample detail and
avoidance of padding." - Boston Herald.

"He has taken the game from the foundation, and
given a vast amount of the best kind of advice ... the
book deserves high praise." - New York Evening Post.

" Very plainly written and clearly illustrated book." -
The Independent.

"He has described in a clear and graphic way all of
the principal strokes of the game." - Springfield Repub-
lican.

" Surely no one can fail to learn tennis after studying
J. Parmly Paret's 'Lawn Tennis for Beginners.' Mr.
Paret has the teaching faculty if ever anyone had it."-
Ohicago Herald.
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Handbook of Athletic Games
By JESSIE H. BANCROFT

Assistant Director Physical Training, Public Schoola,
New York City; Ex-Secretary American Physical Educa-
tion Association; Author of "School Gymnastics," "Gamcs
for the Playground, Home, School and Gymnasium,"
"The Posture of School Children," etc.

and

WILLIAM DEAN PULVERMACHER
Formerly Inspector of Athletics Public Schools, New
York City; Member of Officiala' List, American Inter-
collegiate Football Rules Committee; Sometime Player
and Coach of Baseball, Football, Hockey and Basketball.

Cloth, 12mo, 11.50

Fqr the player, this book gives rules and coaching instructions,
telling not merely what is not permitted, but what good playing
demands and what duties each player should perform; fqr the
1lOvice qr 8peCtator, the general plan of the game, with a selected
bibliography of books relating to the history and traditions of
the sport; fqr ojJicials, a carefully classified grouping of rules,
arranged conveniently for instant reference in the field, and an
explicit oodifica.tion of the duties of each official.

Bancroft and Pulvermacher's" Handbook of Athletic Games"
fills B distinct place in the literature of out-door games, covering
a field beyond the scope of any other book; it is the most compact,
complete, and reliable epitome ever published.

"An amasing amount of information."-NetD Yqrk Herald.

"J. H. Bancroft and W. D. Pulvermacher have compiled a
handbook that is 80 complete and satisfactory in every particular
that it amounts to a modern Hoyle in the field of athletic games."

-&ad Health.
"A very serviceable and valuable manuaI."-8printZfield

Republican.
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Keeping Physically Fit
By WILLIAM J. CROMIE

Cloth, 12mo, 11.00

A book of common-sense exercises for the entire
family, founded on the author's wide experience as a
teacher of physical culture, and as consultant of large
numbers of people who sought health and fitness, or
sought to keep it. There are concise presentations
of the effects on health of eating, drinking, bathing,
rest, sleep, and fatigue. The book is for men, women,
and children; it is practical and dependable, it is
entertainingly written, well illustrated, and presents
a sane program.

"One of the most practical manuals of exercise
that those who have specialized in physical culture
have ever produced." - Philadelphia PreBB.

" Written clearly and sensibly, and the exercises
suggested for the busy man, the nervous woman, the
growing child, and others, are well shown by photo-
graphs." - The Outlook.

" A sensible and valuable little book." - New York
Sun.
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